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Florida researchers believe that the portion of the Gulf Stream entrained between The Bahamas and that state has huge 
potential for energy generation and have embarked on a multi-million-dollar effort to learn more about the possibilities.  

"The reason we're doing this is to be able to generate power, energy to be less reliant on fossil fuels, to minimize the 
carbon footprint, to actually open up a whole, huge opportunity for education and public awareness," said Sue Skemp, 
executive director of Florida Atlantic University's Center for Ocean Energy Technology (COET).  

Such alternative energy explorations are being closely watched, but Skemp said it would be at least a decade before 
any commercial production of ocean energy takes place.  

It would significantly benefit the state of Florida and could also benefit The Bahamas, she noted.  

"Florida is about 75 percent dependent on fossil fuels and Florida's demand exceeds its production," she told The 
Nassau Guardian  

Skemp said researchers are examining how to harness this ocean energy, produce hydrogen and extract cold water for 
energy use purposes.  

"That's taking that same artic flow that goes southward and piping it to shore and using it two ways: Converting it 
through a heat exchanger system to cool buildings — because for Florida as well as The Bahamas, the biggest portion 
of the summer increase in demand is due to air-conditioning requirements. In addition, there's a potential to convert that 
seawater to potable water," Skemp explained.  

Much potential also lies in the thermal difference between the warm Gulf Stream moving northward, and the much 
colder artic flow that comes from the artic moving southward, she indicated.  

"What we're looking at is the ability to take the differential and through mechanical and electrical means convert it to 
energy," Skemp said.  

COET notes that the ocean is a source of two significant sustainable forms of energy: Thermal energy associated with 
the sun's heat absorbed by the ocean, and mechanical energy associated with the waves, currents and tides.  

Since the oceans cover more than 71 percent of the earth's surface, these forms of energy represent the largest solar 
collectors and retainers of the sun's vast energy that reach the earth's surface, according to COET.  

It says that by harnessing a fraction of one percent of ocean thermal energy, the world's energy needs can be met.  

The Center notes that many of the steady ocean currents are highly energetic and provide tremendous potential for 
electric power generation — some are five times as energy-dense as the world's best wind power-generating sites.  



But Skemp noted that much more work needs to be done.  

"We're hoping to build that knowledge base because in essence, we only have bits of pieces of it," she said.  

We don't just look at this as the ocean current, but we're taking the approach to address this as a total system, and by 
that I mean we're doing the environmental tasking that needs to be done, the ecological assessment, the resource 
assessment, which is measuring the direction and the speed of the Gulf Stream and how consistent [it is]."  

Skemp said more knowledge on ocean energy technology would be necessary for licensing agencies.  

While Florida researchers explore the potential of waters between The Bahamas and that state, there's also similar 
work going on locally.  

The Nassau Guardian recently reported that Caribbean Alternative Energy Ltd. (CAEL) has secured its license to 
explore an unlimited source of energy located in the deep blue sea.  

Jennifer Stubbs, director of marketing, said the technology relies on the ocean's flow and could eventually reduce 
electricity bills for consumers by 50 percent.  

"This isn't a Bahamian problem; this is a worldwide problem," Stubbs asserted. "It'll definitely be worth it, even if the 
government of The Bahamas decides not to use it, the rest of the Caribbean will take advantage." 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




